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The Psilent Partner

In THE ULTIMATUM, he was a sex slave. Now Kirek's a full-grown Rystani warrior with the most powerful mind in the galaxy. During his previous mission, Kirek learned the Zin, an ancient enemy, are about to decimate the Federation. To stop them, he must sneak into enemy territory—and he's targeted just the right woman to help him. When Captain Angel Taylor 'finds' the ultra sexy psi-warrior stowed away on her space salvage—and he claims he needs her help—she's cautious. Angel's a self-made captain and barely scraping by with her antiquated ship. But after Kirek promises her sole access to the galaxy's richest salvage haul, she's drawn into his reckless mission. It doesn't hurt that she finds Kirek devastatingly attractive. Charming. A man who knows how to play every sexual game. He's the perfect candidate for a fling. Too bad he keeps insisting that fate has brought them together, that they are destined to be life-mates, and that her psi is as all-powerful as his own. However sexy Angel finds the Rystani warrior, she isn't about to give up her skepticism, her independence, or her heart. So while they make an unlikely team, their battle of wills quickly escalates into a game of seduction. But once they're deep in enemy territory, Kirek risks everything—to save the Federation and to win Angel's everlasting love.

How to Tune and Modify Engine Management Systems

Live and Let Psi


P.S. Another Day

Psichosis

Dirck Brightstar knows there's something really weird about the caverns. Where did that dream come from? And how is it possible that his mother shared the same, identical dream? Orchestrating a prison break to rescue his father is a formidable task, one even his indomitable friend, Win, thinks is impossible. But if they don't, the unthinkable will happen. They need the bnolar's help but can Cyraria's indigenous race be trusted? With Integrator forces closing in on world domination, if the caverns' secret gets out the Brightstars won't be the only ones who are doomed. But if the dream Dirck and Creena share plays out the consequences will be even worse.
Sixteen years ago a war that humans had been slowly losing for more than two thousand years ended in a place called Iowa. The victors unknowingly overcame seemingly insurmountable odds at the last possible moments and the losers in this titanic battle fled into the unassailable shadows from whence they had come, hiding behind mathematical equations so complex even they were unable to solve all of them. Sixteen years later humans struggle to rebuild from the ashes, plucking discovery upon discovery from the rubble, waiting fearfully in the darkness of space for the return of that which had almost consumed them utterly. One day can be as short as a heartbeat or last forever.

When the Resistance thinks she’s dead. Now a Commander in the Psi Army, Darshan is determined to protect those he cares for and stop the Council. But he can’t do it alone. There are still so many secrets he doesn’t have answers to, and every choice he makes could be a death sentence to someone he loves. He and Wren soon realize that to get what they want they need to work together and play the parts the Council has set out for them. But can they trust each other? Or will one of them end up betraying the other? Misha believes he watched the woman he loves die the death that was meant for him and now he’s bent on revenge. But his revenge is put on hold when Psi begin attacking humans and draining them of blood. As he, Greta, and those left with the Resistance begin to investigate, things only get worse and more confusing. And soon the Psi attacks aren’t the only ones they have to worry about. Because something worse is coming. Something that might make monsters of us all. Pre-Order now so you don’t miss out on the explosive continuation of this supernatural conspiracy!

Nothing is as it seems. No one is safe. Wren is alive, but she’s not happy about it. Not when she’s in the clutches of The Council and soul-linked to Darshan, a man whose misplaced loyalties have gotten far too many killed. From the moment she wakes up in the Council’s fortress in the Mountains, she is desperate to find a way out and back to Misha and the Resistance. But this time there will be no rescue. Not when the Resistance thinks she’s dead. Now a Commander in the Psi Army, Darshan is determined to protect those he cares for and stop the Council. But he can’t do it alone. There are still so many secrets he doesn’t have answers to, and every choice he makes could be a death sentence to someone he loves. He and Wren soon realize that to get what they want they need to work together and play the parts the Council has set out for them. But can they trust each other? Or will one of them end up betraying the other? Misha believes he watched the woman he loves die the death that was meant for him and now he’s bent on revenge. But his revenge is put on hold when Psi begin attacking humans and draining them of blood. As he, Greta, and those left with the Resistance begin to investigate, things only get worse and more confusing. And soon the Psi attacks aren’t the only ones they have to worry about. Because something worse is coming. Something that might make monsters of us all. Pre-Order now so you don’t miss out on the explosive continuation of this supernatural conspiracy!

Nothing is as it seems. No one is safe. Wren is alive, but she’s not happy about it. Not when she’s in the clutches of The Council and soul-linked to Darshan, a man whose misplaced loyalties have gotten far too many killed. From the moment she wakes up in the Council’s fortress in the Mountains, she is desperate to find a way out and back to Misha and the Resistance. But this time there will be no rescue. Not when the Resistance thinks she’s dead. Now a Commander in the Psi Army, Darshan is determined to protect those he cares for and stop the Council. But he can’t do it alone. There are still so many secrets he doesn’t have answers to, and every choice he makes could be a death sentence to someone he loves. He and Wren soon realize that to get what they want they need to work together and play the parts the Council has set out for them. But can they trust each other? Or will one of them end up betraying the other? Misha believes he watched the woman he loves die the death that was meant for him and now he’s bent on revenge. But his revenge is put on hold when Psi begin attacking humans and draining them of blood. As he, Greta, and those left with the Resistance begin to investigate, things only get worse and more confusing. And soon the Psi attacks aren’t the only ones they have to worry about. Because something worse is coming. Something that might make monsters of us all. Pre-Order now so you don’t miss out on the explosive continuation of this supernatural conspiracy!

Mickey Leland Childhood Hunger Relief Act (Secretary Mike Espy)

Two Grooms and a Wedding (Mills & Boon Kimani) (Kappa Psi Kappa, Book 1)

P.S. Ich liebe Dich

IÕll Be Back When SummerÕs in the Meadow

PSI-Battles: The Ascension is an intense, thought-provoking fantasy. Victor, a graduate student at Grace University, is only concerned about getting good grades and getting Rose’s attention. Then suddenly it starts to happen...people across the campus are suddenly and inexplicably psychically attacked by a mysterious assailant—with devastating effects. Victor never really believed in ESP before, but now he’s not so sure. Will our hero discover the identity of this unknown telepathic attacker? How can someone even dream of stopping assaults caused by something so fantastic? More importantly, how will our untried hero respond to the call to complete a mystical transformation that could reveal the blissful, inner Power and Wisdom that might save them all, if only he completes it in time? PSI-Battles: The Ascension is intensely fascinating to people interested in exciting fantasy and remarkable extrasensory experiences. A definite “must read”.

Psience Fiction

PSI-Battles: The Ascension is an intense, thought-provoking fantasy. Victor, a graduate student at Grace University, is only concerned about getting good grades and getting Rose’s attention. Then suddenly it starts to happen...people across the campus are suddenly and inexplicably psychically attacked by a mysterious assailant—with devastating effects. Victor never really believed in ESP before, but now he’s not so sure. Will our hero discover the identity of this unknown telepathic attacker? How can someone even dream of stopping assaults caused by something so fantastic? More importantly, how will our untried hero respond to the call to complete a mystical transformation that could reveal the blissful, inner Power and Wisdom that might save them all, if only he completes it in time? PSI-Battles: The Ascension is intensely fascinating to people interested in exciting fantasy and remarkable extrasensory experiences. A definite “must read”.

Xi Psi Phi Quarterly

Sixteen years ago a war that humans had been slowly losing for more than two thousand years ended in a place called Iowa. The victors unknowingly overcame seemingly insurmountable odds at the last possible moments and the losers in this titanic battle fled into the unassailable shadows from whence they had come, hiding behind mathematical equations so complex even they were unable to solve all of them. Sixteen years later humans struggle to rebuild from the ashes, plucking discovery upon discovery from the rubble, waiting fearfully in the darkness of space for the return of that which had almost consumed them utterly. One day can be as short as a heartbeat or last forever.

Sixteen years ago a war that humans had been slowly losing for more than two thousand years ended in a place called Iowa. The victors unknowingly overcame seemingly insurmountable odds at the last possible moments and the losers in this titanic battle fled into the unassailable shadows from whence they had come, hiding behind mathematical equations so complex even they were unable to solve all of them. Sixteen years later humans struggle to rebuild from the ashes, plucking discovery upon discovery from the rubble, waiting fearfully in the darkness of space for the return of that which had almost consumed them utterly. One day can be as short as a heartbeat or last forever.
almost nothing could be reliably predicted even with the most fastidious attention to mathematical detail. One day can be as short as a heartbeat or last forever.

I Love You/I Hate You

In the hideous aftermath of the atomic sunburst, the people of Sorrel Park had been written off. Now they were nothing but a kind of human garbage, festering and hopeless. In the center of town lived the worst of them — and by far the most dangerous. A new breed of children, possessed of terrifying supernormal powers. A race of monsters bred out of the sunburst. And if they ever broke loose, they could destroy the world.

Wedding Chocolate: Two Grooms and a Wedding (Kappa Psi Kappa, Book 1) / Sinful Chocolate (Kappa Psi Kappa, Book 2) (Mills & Boon Kimani Arabesque)

About last night


Dreddlocked

Two classic Kappa Psi Kappa novels from Essence bestselling author ADRIANNE BYRD

Дан приказ – Жить!

Why God Doesn't Hate You

Drawing on a wealth of knowledge and experience and a background of more than 1,000 magazine articles on the subject, engine control expert Jeff Hartman explains everything from the basics of engine management to the building of complicated project cars. Hartman has substantially updated the material from his 1993 MBI book Fuel Injection (0-879387-43-2) to address the incredible developments in automotive fuel injection technology from the past decade, including the multitude of import cars that are the subject of so much hot rodding today. Hartman's text is extremely detailed and logically arranged to help readers better understand this complex topic.

PSI Handbook of Business Security

Who are the cosmic beings known only as the Psi-Lords? And how will they change the course of the Valiant Universe? Four space explorers awake in an otherworldly prison known as the Gyre with no memory of how they got there. Sent by space agencies from across the Earth and gifted with strange new celestial powers, these spacefarers will have to work together to survive. And out in these star-flung reaches, they'll have nothing but their wits to guide them. That, and a mysterious voice in their heads that tells them if they want to escape and find their way home there is one thing they must do? Find the Psi-Lords. New York Times bestselling writer Fred Van Lente (IVAR, TIMEWALKER; GENERATION ZERO) and stunning artist Renato Guedes (SHADOWMAN) team up for a brand-new, galaxy-bending adventure! Collecting PSI-LORDS #1-8.

PSI Invaders

Riuho and Faid escape from the Psi Faction and go to the Packrats for refuge. Faid unfortunately loses control of his psi and must return when he goes psi crit. Riuho becomes the interim leader of the Packrats and joins the Terror Hack in an attack against the SenseNet and the Zone Police. They infiltrate the SenseNet and take down the installation and steal the kedek cell that allows mobile frames to teleport. Feeling a bad turn on the horizon, Riuho has his memory wiped to protect the Packrats secrets and leaves the Sprawl and takes down the installation and steals the kedek cell that allows mobile frames to teleport. Feeling a bad turn on the horizon, Riuho has his memory wiped to protect the Packrats secrets and leaves the Sprawl and then goes on a rampage against Lino using the Packrats as his personal army to settle the vendetta with his half-brother. The Terror Hack along with the Packrats set off a bomb in the City that kills Linos mother. Lino is dead set to get revenge on Riuho, but Riuho has another plan in mind to violate Lino and take away his freedoms.

The Quest
When things go bump in the night, the government calls Psi-Mechs, Inc. With a combination of technology and psi powers, they alone have the tools and training required to bump back. Geoff Ringer was a police detective, who never wanted to be more than that. Although he knew he had a telekinetic talent, it wasn’t something he wanted anyone to know about. Even though his reticence made him a loner, he hid his power from his friends and colleagues. Using it also reminded him of that night, which he never wanted to think about again. When a werewolf attack in the police station forces him to expose his talent to save the lives of his colleagues, Ringer is forced to flee to Psi-Mechs to hide. The company is at war, though, and Ringer finds himself on the losing side of a battle to the death. Will Ringer and the Psi-Mechs team be able to defeat the ancient evil, or will it claim the Earth for all time? One thing is certain for Ringer—the time to hide is past. As Ringer learns to embrace his powers, only one question remains—will they be enough to turn the tide? Psi-Mech, Inc. Because things do go bump in the night.

The dramatic works

Rinnie Noelle would rather kick some creepy villain butt than go on a date. As a Psi Fighter trained in the Mental Arts, she can’t be distracted by emotion. Her nemesis, Nicolaitin, is manipulating students from her school, using them as puppets to carry out his new plan to find the infamous Morgan Girl, and he doesn’t care who becomes collateral damage in the process. People’s lives are depending on Rinnie’s ultimate focus. But Mason Draudimon keeps slicing into her soul sharper than a Thought Saber, and her feelings for him knock her off her game with the strength of a psionic War Hammer. Mason insists on helping Rinnie take down Nicolaitin for his own reasons—to avenge his mother—and the closer they get to the truth, the more dangerous the dance between mind and heart, life and death.

60 Jahre Forschung zu parasozialen Interaktionen und Beziehungen

"Psience Fiction is a must for anyone who enjoys science fiction and has an interest in psi phenomena. Broderick is engaging, informative, witty, and stimulating as he brings us to understand more about the heritage that psi enjoys in the body of literature that has in many ways inspired—and predicted—the modern world in which we now live."—Journal of Scientific Exploration. Science fiction has often been considered the literature of futuristic technology: fantastic warfare among the stars or ruinous apocalypses on Earth. The last century, however, saw, through John W. Campbell, the introduction of "psience fiction," which explores such themes of mental powers as telepathy, precognition of the future, teleportation, etc.—and symbolic machines that react to such forces. The author surveys this long-ignored literary shift through a series of influential novels and short stories published between the 1930s and the present. This discussion is framed by the sudden surge of interest in parapsychology and its absorption not only into the SF genre, but also into the real world through military experiments such as the Star Gate Program.

A Psilent Place Below

P.S.I Love You

Mister Cairo, private eye and wild psi-talent, has been hired to find a missing alien call-girl. The only clue her abductors have left is an Inverted Tarot card: The World, turned upside down. But, following her trail into the dark Undercity, confronting Under Judges and ancient stars of the silver screen, Cairo realises that far more than one girl’s life is at stake. He begins to uncover a plot that has its roots in his own suppressed past; a plot to release Lethal Reality on the citizens of Mega-City One. As his investigation uncovers betrayal and corruption at the very highest levels, he is forced to confront the man who killed his mother and put him in the Juve-cubes: Judge Dredd, the man he has sworn to kill.

Psi-Lords TPB

Due to the supposedly losing war that Christianity has fought against the decline of its values for the last one hundred years, Christians seem to have entered a sort of “siege mode”: they are afraid that acceptance of “liberal ideas” about women, homosexuals, and the transgender community are a part of the increasing moral decadence of our society. As a result, they have defensively shut their gates against such perceptions, leaving many of us out in the cold. Is this God’s will? No. Why God Doesn’t Hate You is the result of transgender Roman Catholic consecrated maiden Tia Michelle Pesando’s extensive theological research, and it brings to light several startling truths. No longer should we feel the need to choose between science and faith, or between religion and our own understanding of what is right and wrong. The knowledge contained herein both reassures and provides an excellent defense for those minorities previously persecuted by Christians, as Tia Michelle knows from her own experience coming out after thirty years in the guise of a man. Recently, she walked into a Roman Catholic church just before mass dressed as a woman, wearing the veil of the consecrated maiden, and approached the priest with the statement, “I have assembled a rock-solid argument in favour of homosexuality.” The positive response she received alone shows that there is hope.

PS: Ich mag dich

Cat, the halfbreed telepath hero of Catspaw and Psion, joins a research team on Refuge, homeland of his mother’s people, the Hydrans. Immediately, he finds trouble when he helps a Hydran woman escape human pursuers. The decrepit Hydran population of Refuge is confined to a bleak “homeland,” by a huge corporate state, Tau Biotech. Tau also controls Refuge’s one unique natural resource, “Dreamfall.” The tangible residue of cast-off thoughts from beautiful, enigmatic “cloud whales,” dreamfall forms vast reefs, sacred to the Hydrans, but mere exploitable data to Tau. Caught between Tau and desperate
Hydrans who fight to reclaim their world, Cat must somehow forge the ruins of the past into a means to defeat Tau's brutality to save his people--and himself. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Sunburst

W.C. "Lead" Leadbeater, learning that the entire world is mind-warped by a psionic satellite, transforms into his favorite comic book swamp monster, Slime-thing. Somehow, school continues in spite of nova conditions, and he moves to Nite City, where he begins the use of medical marijuana. He steals a device, the monad, which actually changes him into Slime-thing--but it also changes him in ways he never expected.

PSI: Paranormal Investigations, Origins

The Mind-Warp Era

Without stressing the technological aspects of the strange powers of the widely-talented ones - the psis, espers, telepaths which have been so painstakingly forecast by Stapledon, van Vogt, Weinbaum, Vance and others - Messieurs Peterson and Staub have whipped fantasy, forecasts and facts into a stirring and mentally titillating story of a too-imaginative mind.

PsiChosis

It is 1970, and Angel is a desperado who despises rules and authority above all else, with the possible exception of cruelty towards women. While inhabiting a world attempting to recover from student riots, Angel who is exhausted by the sheer volume and rancor of political discourse decides to turn to his two favorite things: literature and women. As Angel chases love on the campus of Dartmouth, he finds that the most astounding movement of the sixties was not civil rights or antiwar clamor, but instead, it is the liberation of women. While attempting to merge his passions into a single orb, Angel who has somehow become a cross between an accidental playboy and literary nerd sometimes succeeds gloriously. Other times, not so much. As he moves from bedroom to classroom and classroom to bedroom, Angel smokes weed with the hope of gaining clarity. But as time goes on, Angel cannot help but wonder if he will ever be able to view the world from a woman's perspective or whether he will go down in flames as a fortuitous playboy who never determined the difference between lust and love. Angel blends sex, drugs, comedy, and literary influences into a wild brew as a Dartmouth student embarks on a journey of self-discovery during 1970s America.

Psi-Battles


Psi-Mechs, Inc.

Deadly Scars

Дан приказ – Жить! Приказ дан свыше капитану Андрею Донскому, в дальнейшем майору, который ежедневно ведет борьбу с криминальным миром – авторитетом Зиновием Воскобойниковым – Зевсом, разоблачая все его грязные противоправные действия, но все сложно, многие структуры служат Зевсу, забывая о моральных принципах, уж не говоря о законе. Зевс очень коварный, жесткий тип, при побеге устроил взрыв, в результате которого пострадал Андрей и его коллеги. Не раз судьба сталкивала Зевса и любимую женщину Андрея, все взаимосвязано, от судьбы не уйдешь у каждого она своя.

Not to be Rude

Not to be Rude is a painfully assembled collection of writing by Sarina Rowell from cult humour websites The Scrivener's Fancy and Imagined Slight. Here, all in one place, for the first and last time, she goes
into bat for the unfairly maligned – thirtysomething, Nicole Kidman, fashion models and being ‘childless by choice’; and goes into bat against the unfairly non-maligned – tapas restaurants, second-hand booksellers, live performances and Audrey Hepburn. If you loved the BBC production of Pride and Prejudice with Colin Firth, you won’t love Not to be Rude, and will, furthermore, be demonstrating your own terrible taste. ‘Pretty damned funny.’ -TONY MARTIN (the comedian, not the cyclist)

**In Search of the Real Me: Achieving Personal Balance**

A World War II Chronicle, Volume I, 1942-1943. Compiled and Edited by Melanie A. Ippolito. The beautiful and amazing love letters written by an Irish woman and an American soldier from Lockport, New York, during World War II. This is the first of three planned volumes and covers 1942-43. Very detailed coverage of how the war affected these two and the people around them. 58 photos and documents.

**Grydscaen**

Realistic, achievable self-healing is attainable with Dr. French’s “Search for Personal Balance” technique. With this method of stress reduction, the internal and external sources of stress are identified and eliminated. The exercises and techniques within this guide will help cure illnesses with emotional components and aid parents in understanding the psychological development of their children.


PSI Invaders By: J. Patrick Conlon PSI Invaders is book two in the Psionics series. Aliens in a planet-sized spaceship are using mind-programming machines to turn humans into slaves. Six-year-old triplets, the daughters of Wendy Stevens, Katherine Warren, and Aiko Esteban, the three women who saved the solar system from a wandering sun, have to stop them. Nine six-year-old girls whose telepathic and telekinetic powers individually are many times greater than their mother’s defend Earth and the solar system. Their success is only the beginning of what could become a galaxy-wide conflict that can only end in the destruction of Earth or the aliens.
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